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Structure of the Labs
Labs are provided for most chapters in the course.  Most of the labs contains two parts.  

Part one is a set of general questions designed to test the student’s knowledge of the 
material in the chapter.  These questions are not necessarily related to one another.  Some 
questions ask the students to describe or explain certain concepts they learned in the 
chapter.  Other questions present a situation and ask the student to use what they learned 
to solve a problem contained within the situation or make a recommendation on what 
would be an appropriate architectural or design decision.

Part two is a set of questions that pertain to a problem statement for SportyStuf Sporting 
Goods (listed below).  The problem statement outlines a project to develop a new web-
based order entry system.  A number of architectural challenges are contained within the 
problem statement.  The questions in part two require the student to think about the 
material they learned in the chapter and apply it to the questions pertaining to the project. 

Problem Statement for SportyStuf Sporting Goods
SportyStuf Sporting Goods specializes in selling sporting equipment, clothing and 
accessories from several manufacturers.  They wish to create an interactive web site 
where customers can browse products and place orders.  

SportyStuf already has a shipping & inventory system from EasyShip Ltd.  The new 
order entry system must interface with the shipping & inventory system.  EasyShip 
provides a JCA connector for their system.  This system is old and transactions made 
against it can take up to 7 seconds to complete.  It only supports synchronous 
communication.

Customers pay for their orders by credit card.  SportyStuf has a contract with CCX 
Corporation, a company that provides an internet-based credit card processing service. 
Customers of CCX send XML messages over HTTPS to the nearest CCX server in order 
to charge credit card accounts.  The average processing time for a credit card transaction 
is about 4 seconds but can be as high as 10 seconds during peak times.  CCX offers three 
nines availability but the majority of their downtime is scheduled during the night.  This 
is a relatively new service and SportyStuf has never used it before.  They are not sure 
how well the XML processing will perform.  CCX does not provide a JCA connector for 
their system.

The basic functionality of the new system is as follows.  Customers should be able to 
search the product list, add/remove items to/from their virtual shopping cart, and 
checkout (i.e. place an order).  They need to log into the system using their user id and 
password before checking out.  If customers are not registered (i.e. do not have a user 
id/password), they need to register first.  The registration process asks them for their 
name, address, email address, credit card number and other details.  Once the customer 
places their order, they will receive an email with a confirmation of the order details and 
a notice of whether the credit card transaction succeeded or not.  The shipping & 
inventory system must be updated for each order.
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SportyStuf expects varying customer loads.  Initially, they expect limited loads during 
normal times with larger loads during sales events that usually occur twice per month. 
They expect the load to increase gradually over the next six months to their maximum of 
500 concurrent web users during sales events.

SportyStuf is targeting customers in Canada and the U.S. and therefore has to support 
multiple tax rules and currencies.  Initially, the web site and correspondence with 
customers need to support both English and French, with the possibility of supporting 
Spanish in the future.

The SportyStuf business experts are not sure what the screens should look like since they 
have never done this before.  They do know that they want them to look consistent and 
professional.  The business experts stress that this is a fairly complex and risky system 
given that it reaches out to so many existing and potential customers and that they have 
never done this before.

SportyStuf experts also indicate that they will probably want to have a rich client 
interface for employees of the store to handle phone calls.  This is a future requirement 
but they want the system to be extensible enough to do this without rewriting major 
components.  The rich client will have more features and be more useable.  

The SportyStuf IT leaders also have some requirements.  They want the new system to be 
as manageable as possible.  They have expressed the concern that they wish to avoid 
vendor lock-in with this new product, since they have experienced issues with this in the 
past.  The IT team also indicates that they want sufficient traceability and support 
documentation since the SportyStuf business experts have a reputation of changing their 
minds on software requirements after they see the finished product.   Finally, they require 
all requests to be logged for security reasons.

The hardware for the new system has already been purchased.  There are two machines 
for each of the web and EJB tiers and one machine for the database tier (for a total of five 
machines).  Each machine has slots for additional memory and CPUs.

SportyStuf’s standard database platform is a relational database from DBR Inc.
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Lab 1.  Fundamental Architectural Concepts

Time for Lab – 15 min.
Following this lab, you should be able to:

• Describe architectural concepts, roles and skills of the architect and the need 
for architecture.

Part 1. General Questions

__ 1. Describe the key differences between architecture and design.

__ 2. Describe five reasons why architecture is needed.

__ 3. Describe five roles of an architect.

Part 2. SportyStuf Project Questions

__ 1. You are called in for an interview for the position of application architect for the 
project.  How do you sell yourself?  What qualities should a good architect have?  Think 
about your own experience and determine which of these qualities you already have and 
which ones you need to work on.
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Lab 2.  System Architecture Development Guidelines

Time for Lab – 55 min.
Following this lab, you should be able to:

• Describe risks in distributed systems.

• Describe guidelines for effective network communication.

• Recognize situations that require the use of distributed transactions.

• Control future costs by avoiding vendor lock-in.

Part 1. General Questions

__ 1. What is “malware” and how is it a risk in distributed systems?

__ 2. What is an example situation where confidentiality of data transmitted over the wire 
is important in a distributed system?  How might we keep the data confidential?

__ 3. A system is composed of a rich Java client application that accesses an EJB 
application server over the internet using RMI/IIOP. A user at company X is having 
issues connecting the client application to the application server hosted by company Y. 
What might be the issue?

__ 4. A system is composed of one web server, one EJB server and one database server. 
Is this system highly available?  Why or why not?  

__ 5. A system is composed of a web server accessing an EJB server.  A servlet makes 
remote method calls to get data from a stateless session EJB.  The EJB has the following 
remote methods: getName, getAddress, and getCity.  They are experiencing performance 
problems. What might be the cause?

__ 6. A system writes to a database and an ERP system via a connector when adding an 
order. What should you use to ensure the two systems are in synch in the event of a 
failure that occurs in-between the two write operations? 

__ 7. You wish to avoid vendor lock-in.  What should you consider in the architecture?

Part 2. SportyStuf Project Questions

__ 1. What are three risks that this system will be exposed to? 

__ 2. Where do you see a need for transactions in this system?
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__ 3. Pam, a member of the development team, suggests implementing the back-end in 
XWU-AS, a proprietary language and application server technology developed by XWU 
Corporation.  She has experience with this technology and says it performs well and the 
language is easy to learn.  She is not that familiar with Java.  What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of using XWU-AS technology on this project?
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	Lab 3.  Quality of Service Requirements
	Part 1.  General Questions
	__ 1.  A design decision was made to use SSL to encrypt all web server traffic.  What qualities of service were just decreased by making this decision? 
	__ 2.  A system requires “4 nines” availability.  What does this mean?  What might you consider using in the architecture to ensure this level of availability?
	__ 3.  A software company wishes to make a timesheet web application that will work in all JEE application servers and databases.  What QoS requirement would they want to focus on?  What aspects should they consider? 

	Part 2.  SportyStuf Project Questions
	__ 1.  What qualities of service are important in this system?
	__ 2.  Do one or more of these qualities of service conflict with one another?  That is, if a certain quality of service is increased, is another decreased?


	Lab 4.  Managing Client Tier Considerations
	Part 1.  Improving User Experience
	__ 1.  By using different technology choices, address the above pains and requirements.


	Lab 5.  JEE Technology Servers
	Part 1.  General Questions
	__ 1.  We have several EJBs and want them to be fairly reusable but don’t want to introduce too much complexity.  The EJBs are TimesheetBean, TimeSheetItemBean, UserBean, UserPreferencesBean and UserApprovalBean.  How might we package them?  
	__ 2.  We are going to develop an EJB that calculates tax.  There are several different tax algorithms to choose from based on country, province/state, etc.  How might we implement this bean so the deployer can easily change it to use a different tax algorithm?
	__ 3.  Briefly describe what JEE containers offer components that run within them.  
	__ 4.  What is an ERP system?

	Part 2.  SportyStuf Project Questions
	__ 1.  You need to select the JEE application server for the system.  You are pondering over three servers with strengths in the following areas:


	Lab 6.  JEE Technologies
	Part 1.  General Questions
	__ 1.  What are some of the problems with using only Servlets/JSPs to develop a web application and how does JSF address these?
	__ 2.  Briefly describe the different types of EJBs.
	__ 3.  How does an EJB container manage the lifecycle of a stateful session bean to improve scalability?

	Part 2.  SportyStuf Project Questions
	__ 1.  Would you consider using servlets in the new system?  Why or why not?  
	__ 2.  Would you consider using JSF in the new system?  Why or why not?  
	__ 3.  Would you consider using filters in the new system?  Why or why not?  
	__ 4.  Would you consider using EJBs in the new system?  Why or why not?  
	__ 5.  Would you consider using JCA in the new system?  Why or why not?  


	Lab 7.  JEE Technology Choices
	Part 1.  General Questions
	__ 1.  A web application is being developed using servlets and JSP (i.e. EJBs are not used).  The application is exposed to internet users who have a wide range of internet connection types.  What would be a good mechanism to manage client session state and why?  
	__ 2.  A web application is required to display a questionnaire with three separate pages.  Each page has five questions.  When the user is finished answering the five questions, they press the "next" button to display the next page of five questions.  This continues until all 15 questions are answered.  At this point the answers are written to a database.  What JEE technologies would you use to implement this?
	__ 3.  A development team wants to rapidly model and develop an application domain model of objects.  What JEE technology facilitates this?  
	__ 4.  What are the options for presentation layout for JEE applications that use a mobile device as a client?
	__ 5.  What are different ways to implement asynchronous processing within the Java EE platform?
	__ 6.  What are two ways a JSP can include other resources in its output?
	__ 7.  Process A wants to send a MOM message to processes B and C.  Process A decides to send the message to a queue that both processes B and C periodically read from.  What is the issue with this approach?  What could you change to satisfy the goal of process A?
	__ 8.  We want to develop a MOM based application that has extremely high availability and reliability.  What features would we look for in the MOM software?
	__ 9.  Describe situations where asynchronous messaging performs better than synchronous messaging.  Describe situations where the opposite is true.

	Part 2.  SportyStuf Project Questions
	__ 1.  How would you manage client session state in this system?  
	__ 2.  What type of architectural pattern could you use to manage presentation process and workflow?  How would you implement this pattern?  What are the advantages of using this pattern?   
	__ 3.  Do you see a need for JMS in this system?  Why or why not?  If there is a need, how would you implement it?  Would there be an alternative to JMS?


	Lab 8.  Making the Business Case
	Part 1.  Form a Team
	__ 1.  Form a group of two to four people.
	__ 2.  Select a scribe and a presenter from the group. 

	Part 2.  Analyze the SOA Implications
	__ 1.  Determine the scope of your analysis. You can either address the entire corporate entity, or select a particular subset of the organization such as a line of business or a major enterprise system.
	__ 2.  Identify the business problem or pressing need that is driving the interest in SOA. Pay special attention to pain points that are highlighted in the case study.
	__ 3.  Choose one or more value propositions (cost reduction, reuse, liability reduction, agility) that potentially come into play in this scenario.

	Part 3.  Document your Findings
	__ 1.  Describe the scope of your analysis, include any relevant technical or organizational resources that this scenario impacts.
	__ 2.  Describe the business problem or pressing need and explain how you propose to address this issue with SOA.
	__ 3.  Describe one or more value propositions that your SOA solution potentially delivers for this business case.
	__ 4.  Provide an analysis of the business problem, your proposed solution, and the feasibility of success. In short, is SOA the right answer in this scenario?

	Part 4.  Discuss the Results
	__ 1.  Have the speaker review your analysis and be prepared to share with the group.
	__ 2.  Listen to the other groups describe their findings and make any notes that you find particularly interesting or insightful.


	Lab 9.  Prototypes
	Part 1.  General Questions
	__ 1.  The users are not sure what the requirements are for a few user interfaces and have difficulty articulating their needs.  These users have been known to be able to communicate their needs after an application has been built for them.  What might we do to elicit the requirements? 
	__ 2.  A problem domain is well understood and already implemented in an existing system.  We wish to add two new screens and some additional business logic to the application.  Is a prototype a good idea?  
	__ 3.  An evolutionary prototype is being built but a developer doesn’t want to follow coding standards because it is a prototype.  Is this a good idea?  Why or why not?

	Part 2.  SportyStuf Project Questions
	__ 1.  Do you think it is a good idea to build one or more prototypes for this system?  Explain.  


	Lab 10.  Software Architecture
	Part 1.  General Questions
	__ 1.  Describe the “4+1” architectural view model.
	__ 2.  What is a subsystem?  How is it different from a component?
	__ 3.  Describe the layers architectural pattern.
	__ 4.  Component A is dependent on B which is dependent on C.  Component C is also dependent on A.  What can you say about this design?

	Part 2.  SportyStuf Project Questions
	__ 1.  Break the system into subsystems and layers. Document your solution using a package diagram.
	__ 2.  Create a component diagram for the system.
	__ 3.  Create a deployment diagram for the system.


	Optional Lab: Data Transfer, Transactions and Security in Distributed Computing
	Part 1.  General Questions
	__ 1.  We wish to update a relational database and an ERP within the same transaction but the ERP doesn’t have a JCA connector.  What do we need to use?  
	__ 2.  A software company wants to use client-side transactions for their JEE product.  They have many customers running different JEE compliant application servers.  What issues might they encounter?
	__ 3.  HTTP Basic authentication is used in a web application.  Does it provide confidential data transfer?  If so, how does this work?  If not, what changes could you make to ensure confidentiality?
	__ 4.  An application needs to ensure that only managers can enter purchase orders greater than $1000.  What authorization feature should we use to accomplish this? 

	Part 3.  SportyStuf Project Questions
	__ 1.  Do you see a need for distributed transactions in this system?  Explain why or why not.
	__ 2.  Do you see a need for local and/or compensating transactions?  If so, explain.
	__ 3.  How would you handle user login?  
	__ 4.  How would you handle server authentication?  That is, how does the user know that she is connected to the SportyStuf web site and not some other site masquerading as them?
	__ 5.  How would you ensure messages sent between the user and the system (and vice versa) are not modified during transmission by some hostile third party?
	__ 6.  How would you ensure messages sent between the user and the system (and vice versa) are not read during transmission by some hostile third party?  Why would we care about this?



